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North America South America Europe, Middle East, and Africa Asia Pacific American dictionary Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary is a large American dictionary, first published in 1966 as The Random House Dictionary of the English Language: The Unabridged Edition. Edited by Jess Stein, it contained 315,000 entries in 2256 pages,
as well as 2400 illustrations. The CD-ROM version in 1994 also included 120,000 spoken pronunciations.[1] History The Random House publishing company entered the reference book market after World War II. They acquired rights to the Century Dictionary and the Dictionary of American English, both out of print. Their first dictionary was Clarence
Barnhart's American College Dictionary, published in 1947, and based primarily on The New Century Dictionary, an abridgement of the Century.[2][3] In the late 1950s, it was decided to publish an expansion of the American College Dictionary, which had been modestly updated with each reprinting since its publication. Under editors Jess Stein and
Laurence Urdang, they augmented the American College Dictionary with large numbers of entries in all fields, primarily proper names, and published it in 1966 as The Random House Dictionary of the English Language: The Unabridged Edition. It was the first dictionary to use computers in its compilation and typesetting. In his preface to the 1966
edition, Stein argued (p. vi) that the Random House Dictionary steers "a linguistically sound middle course" between the "lexicographer's Scylla and Charybdis: should the dictionary be an authoritarian guide to 'correct' English or should it be so antiseptically free of comment that it may defeat the user by providing him with no guidance at all?"[4] In
1982 Random House published The Random House ProofReader, a computer spell checker based on its dictionary.[5] An expanded second edition of the printed dictionary, edited by Stuart Berg Flexner, appeared in 1987, revised in 1993. This edition adopted the Merriam-Webster Collegiate practice of adding dates for the entry of words into the
language. Unlike the Collegiate, which cited the date of the first known citation, Random House indicated a range of dates. For example, where the Collegiate gave 1676, Random House might offer 1670–80. This second edition was described as permissive by T. R. Reid in the Washington Post.[6] Random House incorporated the name Webster's into
the dictionary's title after an appeals court overturned an injunction awarded to Merriam Webster restricting the name's use.[7] The name Random House Webster's is now used on many Random House publications. In 2001, Random House published its Webster's Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language, based on the Second Edition of the
Random House Dictionary of the English Language. Versions of the dictionary have been published under other names, including Webster's New Universal Dictionary (which was previously the name of an entirely different dictionary), Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary, and Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English
Language. Dictionary.com's online dictionary bases its proprietary content on the Random House unabridged version. See also WordGenius References ^ PC Magazine (Jan 25, 1994) (25 January 1994). $79 Random House Dictionary: Look It Up Under Bargain. p. 56. ^ Barbara Ripp Safford and Margaret Irby Nichols, eds. Guide to reference
materials for school library media centers (1998), p. 217 ^ Kurt Vonnegut, Welcome to the monkey house: a collection of short works (1998), pp. 118–23 ^ Ronald A. Wells (1973). Dictionaries and the Authoritarian Tradition: A Study in English Usage and Lexicography. Walter de Gruyter. p. 113. ISBN 9783111881348. ^ Advertisement (November
1982). "The Spelling Bee Is Over". PC Magazine. p. 165. Retrieved 21 October 2013. ^ Reid, T. R. (November 8, 1987). "BRAVE NEW WORDS A DICTIONARY FOR TODAY". The Washington Post. Retrieved July 15, 2017. ^ Merriam-Webster, Inc. v. Random House, Inc., 35 F.3d 65 (2d Cir. 1994). External links Finding aid to the Random House
dictionary records at Columbia University. Rare Book & Manuscript Library. Retrieved from " Showing 1-30 Start your review of Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary Random House Webster's unabridged dictionary with CD-Rom. (2006). New York: Random House. Citation by: Tonya SaylorType of Reference: DictionaryCall Number: Ref
423Content/Scope: This dictionary contains over 315,000 entries, and more definitions per word than other leading dictionaries. Over 75,000 example phrases and sentences to demonstrate how words are used in context- 2,400 illustrations and spot maps- Scholarly etymologies show when a term entered the language. The dictionary also explain
Random House Webster's unabridged dictionary with CD-Rom. (2006). New York: Random House. Citation by: Tonya SaylorType of Reference: DictionaryCall Number: Ref 423Content/Scope: This dictionary contains over 315,000 entries, and more definitions per word than other leading dictionaries. Over 75,000 example phrases and sentences to
demonstrate how words are used in context- 2,400 illustrations and spot maps- Scholarly etymologies show when a term entered the language. The dictionary also explains points of usage, pronunciation, distinctions among synonyms, and regional variations and dialects.Accuracy/Authority/Bias: This is the deluxe edition of our popular Random House
Unabridged Dictionary, the most definitive single-volume reference of the English language. Arrangement/Presentation: This deluxe edition of the popular Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary comes in an elegant classic binding, with ribbon markers and thumb indexing which makes the dictionary easier to use. Inside you will find over
315,000 alphabetical entries. There are more definitions per word than other leading dictionaries. You will also find over 75,000 example phrases and sentences and 2400 illustrations and maps.Relation to other works: There are many dictionaries available; this dictionary meets requirements for libraries that serve patrons of all
ages.Accessibility/Diversity: The dictionary meets the needs of a diverse population by containing large type and illustrations to make finding information easier for all readers.Cost: $99.95Professional Review: Look no further --Booklist In an elegant classic binding, the deluxe edition of the popularRandom House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary is a
perfect gift for new graduates, serious collectors, and word lovers of all ages. This is the deluxe edition of our popular Random House Unabridged Dictionary--the most definitive single-volume reference of the English language. This compendium of traditional vocabulary and specialized terms offers authoritative factual and encyclopedia information,
which, along with the deluxe cloth binding, makes this the perfect gift for word lovers of all ages. This deluxe edition includes: - A handsome cloth binding along with a high-quality box and Gilt edging, making this an attractive gift - Three beautiful ribbon markers and thumb indexing for easy use- Over 315,000 entries, and more definitions per word
than other leading dictionaries- Over 75,000 example phrases and sentences to demonstrate how words are used in context- 2,400 illustrations and spot maps- Scholarly etymologies show when a term entered the language- Comprehensive notes at many entries which explain points of usage, pronunciation, distinctions among synonyms, and regional
variations and dialects Typeset and Printed in the U.S.A. ...more Don't waste your money. My wife got me this dictionary on my first birthday that she knew me. I think she paid something like $90 for it brand new. she got upset when I bought a old Webster's printed in 1954 from a thrift shop for $4. the old Webster's is about half again the size. you
would think that all unabridged dictionaries would be about the same size or that newer ones would be larger seeing how words are constantly being added to the English language, but the opposite seems to be true. Don't waste your money. My wife got me this dictionary on my first birthday that she knew me. I think she paid something like $90 for
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